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Abstract Modelling the transfer of heat, water vapour, and CO2 between the biosphere
and the atmosphere is made difficult by the complex two-way interaction between leaves and
their immediate microclimate. When simulating scalar sources and sinks inside canopies on
seasonal, inter-annual, or forest development time scales, the so-called well-mixed assumption (WMA) of mean concentration (i.e. vertically constant inside the canopy but dynamically
evolving in time) is often employed. The WMA eliminates the need to model how vegetation alters its immediate microclimate, which necessitates formulations that utilize turbulent
transport theories. Here, two inter-related questions pertinent to the WMA for modelling
scalar sources, sinks, and fluxes at seasonal to inter-annual time scales are explored: (1) if
the WMA is to be replaced so as to resolve this two-way interaction, how detailed must
the turbulent transport model be? And (2) what are the added predictive skills gained by
resolving the two-way interaction vis-à-vis other uncertainties such as seasonal variations in
physiological parameters. These two questions are addressed by simulating multi-year mean
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scalar concentration and eddy-covariance scalar flux measurements collected in a Loblolly
pine (P. taeda L.) plantation near Durham, North Carolina, U.S.A. using turbulent transport
models ranging from K-theory (or first-order closure) to third-order closure schemes. The
multi-layer model calculations with these closure schemes were contrasted with model calculations employing the WMA. These comparisons suggested that (i) among the three scalars,
sensible heat flux predictions are most biased with respect to eddy-covariance measurements
when using the WMA, (ii) first-order closure schemes are sufficient to reproduce the seasonal
to inter-annual variations in scalar fluxes provided the canonical length scale of turbulence is
properly specified, (iii) second-order closure models best agree with measured mean scalar
concentration (and temperature) profiles inside the canopy as well as scalar fluxes above
the canopy, (iv) there are no clear gains in predictive skills when using third-order closure
schemes over their second-order closure counterparts. At inter-annual time scales, biases in
modelled scalar fluxes incurred by using the WMA exceed those incurred when correcting
for the seasonal amplitude in the maximum carboxylation capacity (Vcmax,25 ) provided its
mean value is unbiased. The role of local thermal stratification inside the canopy and possible
computational simplifications in decoupling scalar transfer from the generation of the flow
statistics are also discussed.
Keywords Canopy turbulence · Closure models · Net ecosystem CO2 exchange ·
Scalar transfer · Stratified canopy flows
“The tree, tilting its leaves to capture bullets of light; inhaling,
exhaling; its many thousand stomata breathing, creating the air”.
Ruth Stone, 2002, In the Next Galaxy

1 Introduction
Quantifying the exchange of scalars (e.g., carbon dioxide CO2 , water vapour H2 O, temperature, or other chemical species) between leaves and their local environment (hereafter referred to as microenvironment) is made difficult by a two-way interaction in which
the microenvironment exerts controls over scalar exchange at the leaf surface, and leaves
have some capacity to regulate their own microenvironment through stomatal opening and
closure. This two-way interaction is further complicated by the vertical distribution of
foliage within the canopy, leading to significant vertical gradients in the radiation environment and airflow regimes. The intrinsic non-linearity in leaf physiological responses
(e.g. leaf-level photosynthesis and transpiration) to radiation further exasperates this
difficulty.
To date, most eco-physiological approaches to modelling annual and inter-annual
ecosystem-scale carbon and water fluxes have focused on radiative transfer and the nonlinearity in the physiological response to incident radiation at the leaf surface (Aber et al.
1996; De Pury and Farquhar 1997; Kirschbaum et al. 1998; Leuning et al. 1995; Luo et
al. 2001; Naumburg et al. 2001; Nikolov et al. 1995; Wang and Leuning 1998; Williams
et al. 1996, 1998). These models did not specifically resolve the vertical distribution of the
scalar concentration (CO2 and H2 O) and temperature, and assume that within the canopy
volume, mean scalar concentration is constant and identical to its state above the canopy
(hereafter, referred to as the well-mixed assumption, WMA). However, the time evolution
of the mean scalar concentrations (and temperature) is generally included given the availability of such measurements above the canopy. The basic premise behind the WMA is that

temporal variation of the mean scalar concentration (e.g. diurnally or seasonally) far exceeds
their vertical variation inside the canopy. Besides, resolving such two-way interaction adds
significant computational burden and model complexity because of the need to compute the
flow field with perhaps modest gains in predictive skills, though the degree of improvement in
resolving sources, sinks, and fluxes remains largely unexplored. Furthermore, uncertainties in
describing the non-stationarity and vertical inhomogeneity in physiological parameters (e.g.
in photosynthesis calculations) may overshadow any improvements gained by resolving this
two-way interaction.
While the WMA may be defensible for some canopy types, it is too simplistic for tallforested ecosystems, especially when such an assumption is confronted with experimental evidence that vertical variations in excess of 50 ppm for CO2 concentration and 3 K or
more for air temperature occur inside the canopy volume even during daytime conditions
(Lai et al. 2002b; Siqueira and Katul 2002). Because the vertical variations in mean scalar
concentration profiles are not random within the canopy, the WMA may inject systematic
biases in modelling scalar sources, sinks, and fluxes. Hence, future developments in ecosystem carbon–water source–sink, and flux modelling are likely to benefit from answering two
inter-related questions:
(1)

(2)

If the WMA in mean scalar concentration is to be revised, then how detailed must the
turbulent transport model be to resolve the two-way interaction between the canopy
and its microclimate?
When incorporating a detailed turbulent transport model, are the improvements in the
overall prediction of scalar sources, sinks, and fluxes sufficiently large when compared to improvements gained by resolving the seasonality in physiological parameters
such as the ones most pertinent to leaf photosynthesis? The variability in physiological
parameters is rarely included in biogeochemical cycle models.

These two questions frame the study objectives here and are explored using the multi-year
record available at the AmeriFlux Duke Forest loblolly pine site as a case study.
Several multi-layer one-dimensional models have been developed to resolve the two-way
interaction between leaf and microclimate using turbulent transport theories in conjunction
with detailed physiological and radiative transfer principles (Baldocchi 1992; Baldocchi et
al. 1997; Baldocchi and Meyers 1998; Leuning et al. 1995; Meyers and Paw 1986, 1987;
Raupach 1988, 1989; Simon et al. 2005a,b). The term ‘CANVEG’ (for ‘canopy vegetation’)
was coined for such multi-layer models that employ time and planar-averaged equations
(Baldocchi 1992; Baldocchi et al. 1997; Baldocchi and Meyers 1998). CANVEG models
do not resolve explicitly rapid transient physiological responses occurring on turbulent time
scales (Gu et al. 1999; Su et al. 1996) or sun-fleck events (Naumburg et al. 2001). The net
effect of these phenomena on half-hourly time scales may be parameterized (e.g. by lags
or stochastic jumps) but are not considered here. In the original CANVEG (e.g. Baldocchi
1992), linkages between scalar sources and mean concentration relied on the principles of
Lagrangian fluid mechanics for characterizing turbulent dispersion (Raupach 1989), which
was a major theoretical improvement over classical Eulerian first-order flux-gradient closure
models (or K-theory). However, the Lagrangian framework in CANVEG suffered from two
fundamental limitations: (i) it cannot explicitly treat thermal stratification inside the canopy
volume, known to be significant in tall-forested ecosystems (Malhi et al. 1998; Siqueira and
Katul 2002), and (ii) it requires detailed higher-order velocity statistics profiles (e.g., the
vertical velocity standard deviation profile), which either have to be measured or simulated.
To circumvent these limitations, Lai et al. (2000a,b) and Siqueira et al. (2002) modified the
CANVEG approach in Baldocchi (1992) and Baldocchi and Meyers (1998) by employing a

Eulerian-Lagrangian hybrid framework for turbulent dispersion. The basic premise is to utilize higher order Eulerian closure approaches (Meyers and Paw 1986; Wilson 1989; Wilson
and Shaw 1977) to compute the velocity statistics within the canopy, and then use Lagrangian
transport theory to couple scalar sources to their mean concentration, while retaining similar
physiological and radiative transfer schemes as in CANVEG. The approach in Lai et al.
(2002a,b) eliminates one of the two limitations earlier mentioned, but thermal stratification
inside the canopy was treated as a modifier to the upper boundary conditions of the modelled
velocity statistics and on the Lagrangian integral time scale, an approach also employed by
Leuning (2000).
Here, a multilayer biosphere–atmosphere model is developed that retains the detailed
eco-physiological parameterization and radiative transfer principles in CANVEG, but the
complexity in the turbulent transport scheme needed to capture this two-way interaction
between the canopy and its microclimate is varied in a hierarchical manner. Different closure
approximations ranging from first-order to third-order schemes are employed to parameterize
higher order turbulent moments in the governing conservation equations for both momentum
and scalar transfer. As a reference, these model calculations are contrasted with scalar sources
(and subsequently fluxes) calculated by the WMA (i.e. a zeroth order closure in the model
hierarchy). In addition, these model calculations are repeated with and without resolving the
effects of atmospheric stability inside the canopy. Resolving atmospheric stability locally
inside the canopy necessitates a computationally demanding iterative scheme for solving
simultaneously the Reynolds stress budget and heat flux budget equations, which may not
be feasible for inter-annual water and carbon flux calculations.
Because the interest here is in ‘ecological’ (i.e. seasonal to inter-annual) time scales, closure models with increasing closure complexity are compared against a multi-year record
of eddy-covariance sensible and latent heat fluxes and CO2 flux collected in a uniform Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) stand in the Blackwood Division of Duke Forest, described next.
Because the CANVEG model does not explicitly account for soil moisture stress (i.e. soil–
plant hydrodynamics are not considered), the data-model intercomparison is restricted to
years with well-watered soil moisture states.

2 Experiment
2.1 Study Site
All observations were made at a pine stand in the Blackwood Division of the Duke Forest
near Durham, North Carolina, U.S.A. (site location: 35◦58N, 79◦05W, 163 m above sea
level) as part of a long-term H2O/CO2 flux monitoring initiative (Baldocchi et al. 2001).
The study site is a uniformly planted Loblolly pine forest (planted in 1983 at 2 m × 2.4 m
spacing) extending some 300–600 m in the east-west direction and 1,000 m in the southnorth direction. The long-term mean annual precipitation is 1,185±177 mm, and the annual
mean air temperature is 14.9 ± 0.9◦C. The local topographic variations around the
micrometeo-rological tower are small enough (slope < 5%) to ignore the effect of complex
terrain on the flow statistics (Siqueira et al. 2002). In addition to the dominant pine
overstorey, the sub-canopy (roughly ranging in height from 0 to 0.4 h, where h is the
mean height of the main canopy) contains some 40 woody species, of which Liquidambar
styraciflua L., Acer rubrum L., Ulmus alata Michx., and Cornus florida L. are the most
prevalent (Palmroth et al. 2005).

Fig. 1 Top: Leaf area index (LAI, m2 m−2 ) variation from 2001 to 2005 for the pine canopy and the hardwood
understorey. The light grey area and the darker grey area respectively, represent the severe drought event during
the growing season and the ice storm event in December 2002. Bottom: the leaf area density (LAD, m2 m−3 )
profiles at different times of the year based on different LAI values in 2005

While the forest is evergreen, leaf area index (LAI) variations can be significant, as
evidenced by the measurements in Fig. 1 (taken from a model-data analysis described by
McCarthy et al. (2007) in which multiple data sources were used). During the growing season
in 2002, the ecosystem experienced a severe drought lasting several months, and on December
4 and 5 2002, an ice storm occurred causing severe damage to the canopy structure (McCarthy
et al. 2006b). The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the vertical distribution of the foliage at different times of the year. These complex spatial and temporal variations in foliage distribution
will have appreciable effects on both the radiation/energy environment and the attenuation
of turbulent flow statistics inside the canopy volume, thereby significantly influencing the
two-way interaction.
2.2 Measurements
The velocity statistics (wind velocity and Reynolds stresses), sensible heat flux (HS ), latent
heat flux (L v E, where L v is the latent heat of vaporization (J kg−1 K−1 )), and CO2 fluxes

were measured at 22.5 m using an eddy-covariance (hereafter referred to as EC) system composed of a LI-7500 open-path CO2 /H2 O gas analyzer (Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) and a
CSAT3 tri-axial sonic anemometer (Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT, USA). The EC data
were sampled at 10 Hz and averaged every 30 min. The effects of air density fluctuations on
CO2 and H2 O flux measurements were corrected after Webb et al. (1980), while corrections
to scalar statistics beyond the vertical turbulent fluxes are discussed elsewhere (Detto and
Katul 2007).
The net radiation (Rn ) was measured using a Fritschen-type net radiometer at the tower
top (at 24 m) from 1997 until 2003, and then this radiometer was replaced with a Kipp &
Zonen CNR1 net radiometer (Kipp & Zonen USA Inc., Bohemia, NY, USA) in 2004. The
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) was measured with a Li-Cor LI-190SA quantum
sensor at the canopy top, and mean air temperature and relative humidity were measured using
a Campbell Scientific HMP35C temperature/relative humidity probe at (2/3)h. To sample the
vertical distribution of scalar concentrations, a multi-port system was installed at 10 different
levels (0.1, 0.75, 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5, 9.5, 11.5, 13.5, and 15.5 m) and a Li-Cor 6262 CO2 /H2 O
infrared gas analyzer was used to measure the mean concentrations. Another profiling system
was employed to measure the mean air temperature at eight levels (1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5, 9.5,
11.5, 13.5, and 15.5 m) using shielded copper-constantan thermocouple sensors.
The forest floor CO2 efflux was measured with an automated carbon efflux system (ACES,
US Patent 6692970) developed by the USDA Forest Service, Southern Research Station
Laboratory in Research Triangle Park, NC (Butnor et al. 2003; Butnor and Johnsen 2004;
Palmroth et al. 2005), whose configuration details, quality checks, and spatial sampling area
are described in Palmroth et al. (2005). These measurements were used to drive the lower
boundary conditions for the mean CO2 continuity equation (see Appendix A).
The plant area index (PAI, m2 m−2 ) was measured several times per year using a pair
of Li-Cor LAI 2000 optical sensors. The plant area density (hereafter PAD, m2 m−3 ) measurements were conducted at 1-m intervals from the forest floor up to the canopy top (Lai
et al. 2000a; Pataki et al. 1998; Schafer et al. 2003). The dynamics of leaf area were reconstructed for broadleaf species, using data on leaf litterfall mass and timing, specific leaf area
and allometry, and for Pinus taeda, needle litterfall (lagged by 2 years to account for foliage
longevity) and timing, combined with needle elongation rates, and fascicle and shoot counts
(McCarthy et al. 2006a). Further details about the site and data processing are described
elsewhere (Juang et al. 2006; Oren et al. 1998; Palmroth et al. 2005; Pataki and Oren 2003;
Stoy et al. 2005).

3 Theory
3.1 Governing Equation
For completeness, the models employed in the turbulent closure hierarchy are briefly reviewed.
For a steady-state, incompressible, high Reynolds number and Peclet number flow, the timeand spatially-averaged budget equation for the mean longitudinal momentum, in the absence
of Coriolis effects and for the case of a planar-homogeneous canopy, can be expressed as
(Katul and Albertson 1998; Meyers and Paw 1987; Wilson and Shaw 1977)


∂ u  w
∂ u
= 0 = −Cd A(z) ū2 −
,
∂t
∂z

(1)

where u and w are the instantaneous longitudinal and vertical velocity components, Cd is the
drag coefficient (Wilson and Shaw 1977), and A(z) is the bulk PAD at level z. Overbars and
brackets represent temporal and spatial averaging of a flow variable, and primed quantities
denote departures from this average. Using multiple sonic anemometer measurements, Katul
and Albertson (1998) determined Cd = 0.2 for this stand, a value used throughout our study.
Using similar simplifications and averaging procedures, the steady state budget equation
for an arbitrary scalar ξ is given by


 
∂ w ξ 
∂ ξ
= 0 = Sξ −
,
∂t
∂z

(2)

where Sξ are local sources and sinks related to the vegetation elements.
Assuming Fickian diffusion (or its resistor analogy) for mass transfer from the leaf to the
surrounding atmosphere, the difference in scalar quantities between the leaves and the surrounding air becomes the driver for Sξ . Upon scaling with the local leaf area density (LAD),
a(z), leads to a spatially-averaged source given by
   
Sζ = a(z)G ζ ξL − ξ ,

(3)

where G ζ (m s−1 ) is the bulk conductance for scalar ξ between the leaves and the surrounding
air, and ξ L is the mean quantity of a specific scalar (ξ ) inside the leaf, which
 may be one
of the three considered here: the leaf surface temperature (at the skin) TL , the intercellu 
lar saturated water vapour concentration qL , and the intercellular CO2 concentration CL .
For water vapour and CO2 concentrations, G ζ includes both stomatal conductance (gs,ξ ,
mol m−2 s−1 ) and boundary-layer conductance (gb,ξ , mol m−2 s−1 ), while only boundarylayer conductance contributes to heat transfer. Note that PAD is responsible for momentum
extraction and light interception, but only LAD is responsible for the simultaneous water
vapour release andCO2 uptake by the leaves, though the two quantities are considered to be
approximately the same for this evergreen stand.
Using a flat-plate boundary-layer analogy at the leaf surface, the boundary-layer conductance is given by (Campbell and Norman 1998):

gb,ξ = υξ

u
0.7d

0.5
,

(4)

where υξ is a molecular transfer coefficient for scalar ξ , and d is the characteristic length
of the leaf. Here, d = 0.0015 m for the pine foliage and d = 0.15 m for the understorey
broadleaf foliage.

3.2 Closure Approximation




In Eqs. 1 and 2, the turbulent momentum u  w  and scalar w  ξ  fluxes are additional
unknowns that require parameterization so that sources, sinks, fluxes, and concentration can
be solved. In the hierarchy of models, either parameterizations or full budget equations for
these higher-order terms are derived.

3.2.1 First-order Closure Model
The first-order closure approximation (or K-theory) simply parameterizes the turbulent fluxes
in Eqs. 1 and 2 into


∂ u
u  w  = −K m
,
(5a)
∂z
 


∂ ξ


w ξ = −K ξ
,
(5b)
∂z
where K is the eddy diffusivity, parameterized based on the Prandtl–von Karman mixing
length hypothesis as
K = L(z)2

∂ u
,
∂z

(6)

where L(z) is a canonical mixing length at height z. Katul et al. (2004) recently summarized
previous work on specifying time or length scales inside canopies (Liu et al. 1996; Massman
and Weil 1999; Poggi et al. 2004) and concluded that L(z) may be assumed approximately
constant inside the canopy volume for a dense canopy and can be estimated from:
αml h;
z<h
k(z − d0 ) z ≥ h,

L(z) =

(7)

where k = 0.4 is the von Karman constant, and d0 is the zero-plane displacement height
determined from the centroid of the drag force (Jackson 1981; Thom 1971). The parameter
αml is calculated by assuming that L(z) is continuous at the canopy top (Katul et al. 2004).
3.2.2 Second-order Closure Model
Instead of using K-theory to characterize turbulent fluxes in Eqs. 1 and 2, budget equations
can be derived for the turbulent flux though triple correlation terms must be subsequently
parameterized. For the momentum and Reynolds stress equations, standard closure approximations result in (Wilson and Shaw 1977; Katul and Albertson 1998; Katul and Chang 1999)


∂ u  w
∂t
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= 0 = − w w
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⎛
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3λ2
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∂z
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Q
3λ2

Q
3λ2

(8a)

⎞
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∂z
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wvv ,
−
3
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∂z
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(8c)


 Q2  2 Q3

∂    
2g 
w w −
+   w T  −
w w w , (8d)
−
3
3 λ3
∂z
T

where
g is the gravitational acceleration, Q is the characteristic turbulent velocity given by




u i u i , and λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 are the characteristic length scales for the triple velocity correlations, the pressure–velocity gradient correlations, and the viscous dissipation, respectively.
These three length scales are determined by λi = ai × L, where ai and Cw are similarity
constants.


Similarly, the closure approximation of the turbulent scalar flux for ξ ( w  ξ  ) can be
derived using:


 ∂ ξ 


∂ w ξ 
g 
Q   
∂    
Q   


w ξ +   T ξ  − 2
wξ +
wwξ .
=0=− ww
−
∂t
∂z
3λ2
λ3
∂z
T
(9)
Note that the third terms on the right-hand side of equations (8d) and (9) are the buoyant
production/consumption that necessitate coupling between momentum
and scalar exchange.



The steady-state budget equation for the correlation term T ξ is given as


 ∂ ξ  
 ∂ ξ 

∂ T ξ 
∂    
Q   




(10)
T ξ +
wT ξ .
=0=− wξ
− wT
−2
∂t
∂z
∂z
λ3
∂z
In Eqs. 8–10, the triple correlation terms are extra unknowns that require closure assumptions. The following second-order closure approximation proposed by Mellor (1973) and
modified by Wilson and Shaw (1977) is employed to parameterize the turbulent fluxes of the
Reynolds stresses in Eq. 8,




∂ u  w
w  u  w  = −2Qλ1
,
(11a)
∂z




∂ uu
w  u  u  = −Qλ1
,
(11b)
∂z




∂ v v
w  v  v  = −Qλ1
,
(11c)
∂z




∂ w w



w w w = −3Qλ1
.
(11d)
∂z
Similarly, the turbulent fluxes of the scalars and buoyant terms can be expressed as




∂ w ξ 
w  w  ξ  = −2Qλ1
,
(11e)
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∂ T ξ 
w  T  ξ  = −Qλ1
.
(11f)
∂z
Details of the closure approximations for Eqs. 8–11 are discussed in Appendix A.
3.2.3 Third-order Closure Model
Unlike the second-order closure model, third-order closure schemes do not parameterize the
triple correlation terms but employ full budget equations. Here, the equations derived and

discussed in previous studies (Katul and Albertson 1998; Meyers and Paw 1986, 1987) are
used. To contrast with second-order closure modelling (Eq. 11b), their outcome for the triple
moments are summarized below (Katul and Albertson 1998; Meyers and Paw 1986, 1987):
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(12b)

(12c)
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(12f)

In Eq. 12, the coefficient C1 is a similarity constant and τ is a relaxation time scale defined
2 Q3
as Q 2 /ε, where ε =
is the mean turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate. More details
3 λ3
are provided in Appendix A.

3.3 Radiation Budget within the Canopy Volume
The radiative distribution within the canopy volume uses a multi-layer light attenuation model
described in Leuning et al. (1995) and Schafer et al. (2003). Basic concepts and applications
can be found elsewhere (Campbell and Norman 1998; Erbs et al. 1982; Goudriaan and van
Laar 1994; Pataki et al. 1998; Spitters et al. 1986; Spitters 1986; Stenberg 1998), but for
completeness, salient features of the model are summarised below.
The total incoming solar radiation contains two major components with different spectra:
the visible (VIS) and near-infrared radiation (NIR). Because the attenuation properties of VIS
and NIR within the canopy are different, the distributions of these two portions are treated
separately (Weiss and Norman 1985).
The isothermal form of net radiation (Rn ) absorbed by the leaves at level z is given by
(Leuning et al. 1995)
Rn (z) = SA (z) − RL (z),

(13)

where SA is the shortwave radiation absorbed by the leaves, and RL is the isothermal net
longwave radiation, discussed in Appendix B.
Within the canopy volume, sunlit leaves absorb all the radiative components, the direct
beam SA,b (z), diffuse SA,d (z), and scattered radiation SA,s (z), given by SA,sl (z) = SA,b (z) +
SA,d (z) + SA,s (z), while shaded leaves only absorb the diffuse and scattered components,
i.e. SA,sh (z) = SA,d (z) + SA,s (z) (Campbell and Norman 1998; Leuning et al. 1995; Schafer
et al. 2003), where SA,sl (z) and SA,sh (z) are the absorbed shortwave radiation fluxes on sunlit
and shaded leaves, respectively (see Appendix B for a detailed discussion).
The vertical distribution of absorbed shortwave radiation for the sunlit (SA,sl ) and shaded
leaves (SA,sh ) can be calculated as
SA,sl (z) = f sl (z)SA,sl,VIS (z) + f sl (z)SA,sl,NIR (z),

(14a)

SA,sh (z) = f sh (z)SA,sh,VIS (z) + f sh (z)SA,sh,NIR (z),

(14b)

where f sl (z) and f sh (z) are the fractions of leaf area for sunlit and shaded leaves respectively,
with f sl (z) + f sh (z) = 1. These two fractions are determined by the transmission coefficient
of the beam component, τb (see Appendix B):
f sl (z) = τb ,

(15a)

f sh (z) = 1 − τb .

(15b)

3.4 Leaf-Level Energy Balance
The energy balance at the leaf scale is used to calculate leaf surface temperature TL (Campbell
and Norman 1998), and using the linearization technique of Penman (1948), TL is approximated as (Campbell and Norman 1998; Lai et al. 2000b):
SA − εL σ T 4 − L v ρ
TL = T +

Cp ρgb + L v ρ

gb gs,v
D
gb + gs,v

,
gb gs,v
+ Cp ρgr
gb + gs,v

(16)

where D is the water vapour deficit (kg kg−1 ), Cp is the specific heat of air (J mol−1 K−1 ), gr
is the radiative conductance (m s−1 ), σ is the Stefan–Boltzman constant, and gs,v and gb,v are
the stomatal and boundary-layer conductances (mol m−2 s−1 ) of water vapour, respectively,
and L v is the latent heat of vaporization.
3.5 Physiological Model and Photosynthesis
The stomatal conductance for CO2 , gs,c , can be estimated from the physiological model of
Collatz et al. (1991), originally proposed by Ball et al. (1987), given by
gs,c = m

An R Hs
+b
Cs

(17)

where m and b are parameters determined from gas-exchange measurements, R Hs and Cs
are the relative humidity and CO2 concentration on the leaf surface, and An is the leaf net
assimilation rate, which can be calculated from the An −Ci curve after Farquhar et al. (1980),
and given by

An =

κ1 (Ci − ∗ )
− Rd .
Ci + κ2

(18)

Here κ1 = αp em Ip and κ2 = 2 ∗ for light-limited photosynthesis, κ1 = Vcmax and κ2 =
K C (1 + Oi /K O ) for rubisco limited photosynthesis, Vcmax is the maximum catalytic capacity
of rubisco per unit leaf area, Rd is the dark respiration rate, αp is the leaf absorptivity for
PAR, em is the maximum quantum efficiency, Ip is the incident PAR flux density on the leaf
surface, ∗ is the CO2 concentration in the absence of Rd , K C and K O are Michaelis–Menten
constants for CO2 fixation and for oxygen inhibition with respect to CO2 , and Oi is the oxygen concentration (Campbell and Norman 1998; Katul et al. 2003; Lai et al. 2000a). Rd can
be estimated from Vcmax after Farquhar et al. (1980):
Rd = χ Vcmax

(19)

where χ = 0.015 for this stand (Campbell and Norman 1998; Ellsworth 2000; Juang et al.
2006). The temperature dependency of Vcmax (t, z) can be expressed as:
Vcmax = Vcmax,25

exp[a1 (TL − 25)]
1 + exp[a2 (TL − 41)]

(20)

where a1 and a2 are the species-specific adjustment coefficients, which are obtained via
porometry measurement and Vcmax,25 is the value of Vcmax at 25◦ C (Campbell and Norman
1998; Collatz et al. 1991; Farquhar et al. 1980). From previous studies conducted at the site
(Ellsworth 1999; Naumburg and Ellsworth 2000; Naumburg et al. 2001), the average Vcmax,25 ,
a1 and a2 are 59 µmol m−2 s−1 , 0.051 and 0.205, respectively, for the upper canopy pine
foliage, and are 30µ mol m−2 s−1 , 0.088 and 0.290, respectively, for the sub-canopy broadleaved plants (Lai et al. 2002b). The seasonal acclimation of Vcmax,25 , derived from leaf-gas
exchange measurements collected over a 3-year period, was reported by Ellsworth (1999) to
have an amplitude of about 18%. The importance of this seasonal acclimation vis-à-vis resolving the two-way interaction between the leaves and their microclimate is discussed below.
3.6 Combining the Sub-models: The CANVEG Framework
Summing up, the CANVEG equations for an arbitrary layer within the canopy volume are
as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The three mean scalar continuity equations for CO2 , H2 O, and temperature provide
three equations with nine unknowns (two mean scalar concentrations and one mean
temperature, three turbulent scalar fluxes, and three scalar sources or sinks).
The turbulent transport models (at any closure level) establish three additional equations
linking turbulent fluxes to mean concentration (albeit the complexity of this expression
varies with the closure scheme and can be affected by thermal stratification). Hence,
the physical system alone combining mean scalar continuity and turbulent transport
theories provides six equations with nine unknowns.
The assumption that mass and heat transfer from the leaf surface (or stomatal pores) to
the atmosphere is Fickian provides three additional equations that mathematically close
the original system (nine equations with nine unknowns) at the expense of introducing
four additional unknowns: the leaf stomatal conductance, and three internal or leaflevel mean concentration states (surface temperature, surface humidity, and internal
CO2 concentration).
The fact that the three scalars considered here are heat, water vapour, and CO2 , permits
the formulation of three independent equations based on leaf energy balance (for surface

temperature), the Farquhar photosynthesis model (for inter-cellular CO2 concentration),
the hydration state of the leaves (for linking internal water vapour concentration with surface temperature). Finally, the system is mathematically ‘closed’ via a semi-empirical
stomatal conductance model for well-hydrated leaves (i.e. Eq. 17).
The WMA eliminates steps (1) and (2) in the above procedure because the scalar concentration is assumed constant inside the canopy (as is the case in virtually all forest growth
and biogeochemical cycling models). Again, because leaf stomatal pores are assumed to be
saturated (in step 4), drought conditions known to induce stomatal closure are excluded from
the model-data comparisons here.
3.7 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are needed to solve the governing equations. The long-term EC measurements at the canopy top are used to derive similarity expressions for the normalized
standard deviation of the velocity components u, v, w, and the scalar quantities, θ, q, c as
0
a function of the atmospheric stability parameter ς = z−d
L , where Lis the Obukhov length.
The similarity functions for different quantities and for different stability classes are shown
in Fig. 2; the regression parameters obtained from a least squares analysis on these data
are summarized in Table 1. Despite the fact that the measurements were collected in the
roughness sublayer just above the canopy, they appear to be consistent with a number of field
experiments in the atmospheric surface layer summarized by Stull (1988) and Kaimal and
Finnigan (1994). The boundary conditions at the forest floor are given in Appendix C.

4 Results and Discussion
To address the two main questions here, the results and discussion are structured as follows:
the seasonal variation in leaf area density and its effect on the main driver for scalar production and uptake inside the canopy (i.e, light levels) is first presented. Next, the modelled
space–time variations of the scalar sources, sinks, and fluxes for the three closure models
are presented to illustrate their dissimilarity inside the canopy at various times of the day
and different days of the year. These dissimilarities are needed as a bridge to explain the
differences in annual uptake or release of scalars by the canopy. With this background, the
mean scalar concentration profile calculations using the three closure schemes are compared
to the measurements (and to the calculations that employ the WMA). The computed scalar
fluxes using the WMA and the three closure models are also compared with the EC-based flux
measurements above the canopy. Statistical analyses of these model-model and model-data
intercomparisons provide quantitative answers to the first question. The second question is
addressed by contrasting two sets of model calculations conducted using the higher order
closure version: one set accounts for the seasonal variations in Vc max,25 , while the other does
not (though the annual mean Vc max,25 is the same in both sets). The scalar flux differences
at the canopy top between these two sets of calculations are then compared to their counterparts when employing model calculations that use the WMA. Discussions about the need to
resolve thermal stratification inside the canopy are presented last.
4.1 Radiation Environment Within the Canopy Volume
The radiative components (PAR and net) directly influence leaf photosynthesis (described
later) and leaf energy exchange (latent heat and sensible heat). Incident shortwave radiation

Fig. 2 Normalized standard deviation of the velocity components u, u, w, the scalar quantities, θ , q, and c for
unstable (left column) and stable (right column) atmospheric stability conditions. All quantities are analyzed
when the friction velocity at the canopy top exceeds 0.1 m s−1 . The solid lines represent the regression curves
whose parameters are summarized in Table 1

at the top of the canopy was not directly measured before 2004, so to estimate the incident
shortwave radiation for earlier periods, a relationship between PAR (in µmol m−2 s−1 ) and
shortwave radiation (in W m−2 ) measured by the Kipp & Zonen CNR1 net radiometer
installed at the top of the canopy (in the summer of 2003) was derived. This relationship
is affected by zenith angle, location, and sky properties because the wavebands for PAR (in
the spectral range of VIS, 400–700 nm) and shortwave radiation (VIS and NIR) are different.
To convert units of PAR from µmol m−2 s−1 to W m−2 , a mean waveband = 550 nm and a
photon energy = 2.30×105 J mol−1 were used. The coefficient of determination (R 2 = 0.99)
between PAR and shortwave radiation measurements, shown in Fig. 3, suggests an excellent
linear relationship although minor scatter remains due to cloudy conditions.
To illustrate how the canopy attenuates PAR throughout the day and across seasons, model
results for PAR penetration ratios (i.e. the ratio of PAR at a given level zinside the canopy to
the incident PAR at the top of the canopy) at midday (1200 LT) and in the morning (0800 LT)
are shown in Fig. 4. The results are presented as 7-day moving averages for the entire year
of 2005 for illustration. The normalized leaf area density profiles are shown for reference

Table 1 The similarity function expressions for normalized standard deviation of the wind components u, v,
w, and the scalar quantities, θ , q, c, for different atmospheric stability conditions (ς = (z − do )/L)
Stability

Variable

Form

Constants

Unstable

σu / u ∗

a (b + cζ )d

a = 1.95; b = 1.0; c = −1.5; d = 1/3

σv / u ∗

a = 1.94; b = 1.0; c = −1.5; d = 1/3

σw / u ∗

a = 1.15; b = 1.0; c = −1.5; d = 1/3

σθ / θ ∗

a = 1.18; b = 0.05; c = −1.0; d = −1/3

σq / q∗

a = 1.28; b = 0.05; c = −1.0; d = −1/3

σc / c∗
Stable

σu / u ∗

a = 1.84; b = 0.05; c = −1.0; d = −1/3
a + bζ d

σv / u ∗

a = 1.94; b = 0.37; d = 0.5

σw / u ∗
σθ / θ ∗

a = 1.15; b = 0.23; d = 0.6
C

σq / q∗
σu / u ∗

c = 3.20
c = 3.47

σc / c∗
Neutral

a = 1.95; b = 0.39; d = 0.5

c = 5.00
C

c = 1.95

σv / u ∗

c = 1.94

σw / u ∗

c = 1.15

σ θ / θ∗

c = 3.20

σq / q∗

c = 3.47

σc / c∗

c = 5.00

Fig. 3 The relationship between half-hourly measured photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and measured incident shortwave radiation at the top of the canopy during the summer of 2003 (symbols). The
regression equation (solid line), derived from 1235 half-hourly data points, is given by y = 0.51x − 1.62, and
the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) is 0.99. The theoretical slope for clear-sky conditions is 0.5

to illustrate their seasonal variations (and the contribution of the under-story dynamics). As
expected, more PAR (≈ 40% of the canopy top value) reaches the forest floor at midday
in winter months (when LAI is minimum). However, less than 15% of the canopy top PAR

Fig. 4 The vertical variation of modelled PAR penetration ratio throughout the year at different times during
the day (1200 LT and 0800 LT) during 2005. The upper panel shows the normalized leaf area density profiles
(LAD) for reference

penetrates the canopy volume during the growing season, when LAI is at its maximum value.
For integration of scalar fluxes to annual time scales, it is important to note that the understorey dynamics and PAR attenuation play an important role. Because of the low LAI in the
pine stand during the spring, significant PAR arrives at the understorey levels for at least
2 months per year (e.g., see Julian days 130–180). Whether this understorey PAR contributes
significantly to scalar fluxes is explored next.
4.2 Scalar Source Strength and Flux Distribution
Figure 5 shows the source (or sink) strength for different scalars at different times of day
throughout the entire year of 2005 using the second-order closure model with atmospheric
stability corrections as an example. For the CO2 source (or sink) strength, it is clear that while
forest floor respiration dominates during nighttime conditions, the upper canopy becomes a
strong sink during the day, especially during the growing season. The co-existence of both
net carbon sinks and sources within the various canopy layers during the day is also evident during the winter season, and when the zenith angle is large (i.e., early morning and
early evening). The model calculations suggest that the ecosystem is a large source of both
latent and sensible heat during the growing season (as expected). Furthermore, it appears
that canopy heating primarily occurs in the top one-third of the canopy where much of the
radiation is intercepted by the main canopy foliage. The understorey sources and sinks of
heat and water vapour appear much smaller than their pine counterpart. At noon, the understorey contributes to CO2 sequestration during the spring and early summer period, though
its contribution during the remainder of the summer period appears minor.

Fig. 5 The time-depth distributions of modelled CO2 sink/source strength (mgC m−3 s−1 , left column), latent
heat source strength (W m−3 , middle column), and sensible heat sink/source strength (W m−3 , right column)
at different times of day and different days of the year for 2005. All the model results shown here use the
second-order closure scheme with atmospheric stability corrections

Figure 6 presents the simulated time-depth variations of the turbulent fluxes for the same
time period shown in Fig. 5. These fluxes are computed by depth integrating the scalar
sources (or sinks) and adding to this sum the scalar flux emitted (or absorbed) by the forest
floor. Again, the CO2 flux distribution demonstrates that, while forest floor respiration is
large, this ecosystem remains a net carbon sink throughout the year as verified by eddycovariance measurements. Also, Fig. 6 shows how the understorey plays a significant role
in rapidly increasing CO2 uptake from the atmosphere during the early spring period, but its
relative impact on water vapour and sensible heat fluxes during this same period appears less
significant.
4.3 Comparison Between Different Closure Approximations
The ensemble-averaged scalar profiles (mean air temperature, mean water vapour concentration, and mean CO2 concentration) within the canopy volume for all the three closure
schemes (i.e. first-order to third-order) and over different time periods in year 2005 are
shown in Fig. 7. The WMA and the scalar profile measurements are also presented for reference. The comparisons in Fig. 7 demonstrate that second- and third-order closure schemes
best agree with the mean concentration (or temperature) profile measurements for all three
scalars. Furthermore, the analysis here suggests that there is no gain in predictive skills by
increasing the closure from second-order to third-order as these two model results are almost
indistinguishable (Fig. 7). The main scalar concentration differences emerge when comparing the results from these two higher-order closure schemes with the first-order closure
model calculations. Table 2 summarizes the relative standard deviation (RSD, in percentage)
when comparing different closure approximations with the scalar profile measurements.

Fig. 6 The time-depth distributions of CO2 fluxes (mgC m−2 s−1 , left column), latent heat fluxes (W m−2 ,
middle column), and sensible heat fluxes (W m−2 , right column) at different times of day and different days
of the year for 2005. All the model results shown here use the second-order closure scheme with atmospheric
stability corrections

These data-model comparisons, shown in Fig. 7, suggest that higher-order closure approximations (order 2 or more) are needed if accurate mean scalar profiles inside the canopy are
desired. The follow-up question is whether the predictive skills in modelling scalar sources
(or sinks) and fluxes significantly improve by increasing the order of the closure scheme (as
is the case for the scalar concentration and temperature). Recall that the two-way interaction
between the canopy and its micro-environment is better resolved with higher-order closure
schemes.
Figure 8 presents the ensemble-averaged hourly comparisons for the scalar fluxes (sensible and latent heat fluxes, and CO2 fluxes) at the top of canopy for the all closure models
(in year 2005). Differences in nocturnal fluxes are very small among all the models, but
during daytime conditions, differences between the models (and data) become significant.
The reason the modelled CO2 fluxes above the canopy all agree with each other at night is
due to the fact that these fluxes are dominated by the forest floor respiration (≈70% of the
flux at the canopy top). This forest floor respiration is a lower boundary condition identically
imposed on all the models. However, as noted earlier, linking this flux boundary condition at
the ground to CO2 concentration becomes sensitive to the turbulence representation, which
is significantly different among the models.
All closure models overestimate the EC measured sensible heat and CO2 fluxes at night.
For the sensible heat, it is difficult to separate all the possible factors. These factors may
include parameterization of the longwave radiation inside the canopy, the small mean wind
speeds inside the canopy that lead to small boundary-layer conductance, and hence, small
errors in this conductance leads to large errors in leaf temperature, and the fact that the
sensible heat affects both the fluid and scalar transport equations so that errors in the flow
parameterization can also affect the sensible heat flux. It is difficult to attribute the datamodel

Fig. 7 Ensemble-averaged profiles of mean air temperature (K, upper panel), mean water vapour concentration
(g kg−1 , middle panel), and mean CO2 concentration (ppm, lower panel) for different closure approximations
over different times of day in 2005. Model results include the atmospheric stability corrections. Note that
the model results for the second- and third-order closure schemes are almost indistinguishable. The WMA is
shown as vertical dotted lines

difference to a single cause. For CO2 , the overestimation by the model is not too different
from the underestimation expected by the EC measurements at night (even when the storage
flux is small). The fact that EC measurements tend to underestimate nighttime CO2 fluxes,
as discussed extensively for this site by Juang et al. (2006), suggests that the overestimation
by the model is reasonable.
The relative standard deviations in Table 2 demonstrate that higher-order closure schemes
perform significantly better than zeroth- and first-order closure models, especially for sensible and latent heat fluxes. Note that the value of the modelled sensible heat flux changes
sign earlier in the afternoon when using the well-mixed assumption. This can have significant
impact on calculations of convective boundary-layer height and triggers of convective rainfall
(Juang et al. 2007a,b). Whether such differences in model performances inject flux biases at
ecologically relevant time scales (i.e. annual and longer) is explored next.

Table 2 The average relative standard deviation (in %) for all model results when compared with the halfhourly eddy-covariance and canopy scalar profile measurements. ‘With stability’ refers to model results that
resolve the effects of atmospheric stability within the canopy volume
First-order
closure

Second-order
closure

Third-order
closure

With
stability

Without
stability

With
stability

Without
stability
14.0

Air temperature profiles

16.3

11.8

14.3

11.3

Water vapour concentration profiles

10.1

5.6

7.2

6.0

7.7

CO2 concentration profiles

21.5

14.0

16.7

13.6

16.0
10.3

Sensible heat flux at top of canopy

12.3

7.4

10.0

7.8

Latent heat flux at top of canopy

16.7

11.2

15.8

11.8

16.1

Carbon flux at top of canopy

23.0

17.7

20.2

17.4

19.8

Fig. 8 Hourly ensemble-averaged measured (open circles) and modelled (lines) sensible heat flux (HS ), latent
heat flux (L v E) and carbon dioxide flux (FC ) at the top of the canopy in 2005. The model results were derived
using different closure approximations (first-order to third-order) as well as the WMA for scalars. Ensemble
averaging was conduced across each hour of day in 2005. Vertical bars represent one standard deviation around
the ensemble-averaged eddy covariance measurements

4.4 Estimations of Annual NEE and ET
The main objective is to explore how the two-way interaction between leaves and their
microenvironment affects ecosystem annual net ecosystem CO2 exchange (NEE) and evapotranspiration (ET), and whether resolving this two-way interaction is as important as resolving
the seasonality in key physiological parameters. From previous discussions, the second-order
closure scheme was shown to optimally reproduce the mean scalar concentration (and temperature) profiles and fluxes; its predictive skills were also comparable to the computationally
more-expensive third-order closure scheme. Hereafter, the second-order closure model with
atmospheric stability corrections is used as a ‘reference model’ for resolving the two-way
interaction between leaves and their microenvironment.
As earlier stated, Vcmax,25 of the pine foliage is known to vary seasonally for a number of
reasons including temperature acclimation, age, and leaf nitrogen changes. Detailed leaf-level
gas-exchange measurements reported by Ellsworth (1999) and inverse-model calculations
reported in Juang et al. (2006) suggest that seasonal variations in Vcmax,25 of pine foliage can
be approximated by a sinusoidal function given as
 

Vcmax,25
x − 120


= 0.18 sin 2π
.
(21)
365
Vcmax,25 annual
where x is the day of the year. The annual NEE (from 2001 to 2005) derived from model
calculations with a fixed Vcmax,25 (= to the mean value) and the sinusoidally varying Vcmax,25
are compared in Fig. 9. Although differences in annual NEE values between these two model
results are small (< 5%), some differences in the patterns at different times of year are
discernable. For our purposes, the effect of non-stationarity (i.e. sinusoidal variations) in
Vcmax,25 on annual NEE fluxes appears relatively minor (because of partial cancellations at
the seasonal scales), at least when compared to biases in annual NEE introduced by using
the WMA.
Figure 9 also compares model results derived from the WMA with the EC measurements
for the years 2001–2005. While the comparison for all 5 years is shown, the discussion is
limited to the wet years (2001, 2004, and 2005). Recall that year 2002 experienced a severe
drought during the entire growing season (resulting in leaf area reduction in the pine stand),
and the forest floor respiration in 2003 was dramatically different because of excess branches
and litter produced by the damage from the ice storm in December of 2002. It suffices to note
that annual NEE was overestimated by the reference model in years 2002 and 2003 for these
two reasons. However, because the forest floor evaporation is much less sensitive to increased
respiring biomass in 2003, good agreement between ET predictions and EC measurements
were observed, in contrast to the poor agreement between EC-measured and modelled NEE.
Figure 9 also suggests that (i) the WMA model always predicts higher annual NEE
(≈6.6%) and ET (≈8.3%) when compared to the second-order closure model, and this overestimation appears larger than the annual flux adjustments obtained by resolving the 18%
variation in Vcmax,25 .
4.5 The Effect of Atmospheric Stability
Having demonstrated that the two-way coupling between the vegetation and its microenvironment is well reproduced by the second-order closure model, we explore next whether
non-adiabatic simplifications may still yield good agreements with the EC measurements.
Resolving the adiabatic conditions inside the canopy at every level requires an iterative
scheme for every 30-min simulation run because the velocity and scalar transfer equations

Fig. 9 Measured and modelled annual net ecosystem exchange (NEE, upper panel) and annual evapotranspiration (ET, lower panel). Model calculations are presented for the second-order closure scheme with atmospheric
stability but (i) with a constant Vc max,25 , (ii) a sinusoidal-varied Vc max,25 . Model calculations assuming wellmixed scalar profiles inside the canopy are also shown. The eddy-covariance measurements from 2001 to 2005
are presented as well

must be simultaneously solved. A non-adiabatic simplification permits us to ‘de-couple’
the solution of the flow field from the scalar transfer calculations, as was done earlier by
Baldocchi (1992), Baldocchi and Meyers (1998), and Lai et al. (2000a,b) in their Lagrangian
CANVEG simulations. A previous field experiment in a deciduous forest at Camp Borden
in Canada described by Shaw et al. (1988) reported that the effect of thermal stratification
inside the canopy on the flow statistics can be as important as the effect of leaf area index
variations. Whether this result holds for the pine forest here remains to be explored.
Table 2 summarizes the model-data comparisons when considering the effects of atmospheric stability and when neglecting them. Accounting for atmospheric stability improves
the modelled relative standard deviations by 10–25% for mean scalar concentration (and
temperature) profiles and turbulent fluxes at the top of the canopy. The effect of atmospheric
stability on annual NEE and ET is also explored in Fig. 10. The annual NEE comparisons
suggest that assuming a neutral atmosphere degrades the modelled NEE by roughly 12–15%.
For the annual ET, the model degradation is between 9 and 13%. Hence, atmospheric stability
corrections can improve model performance by about 10% or more, on average.

Fig. 10 Annual net ecosystem exchange (NEE, upper panel) and annual evapotranspiration (ET, lower panel)
computed from the second-order closure model with and without atmospheric stability corrections. The EC
measurements collected from 2001 to 2005 are repeated here for reference

5 Summary and Conclusions
The study objectives sought answers to two interrelated questions via model calculations and
long-term measurements of mean scalar concentration and temperature profiles and eddycovariance scalar fluxes above the canopy. These questions were, (i) how detailed must the
turbulent transport model be to resolve the two-way interaction between leaves and their
microclimate? and (ii) what were the predictive skills gained by resolving this two-way
interaction vis-à-vis correcting for seasonality in key physiological parameters (chosen here
as Vcmax,25 )? To address the first question, a number of turbulent models were used ranging
from zeroth-order (well-mixed assumption) to third-order closure. To address the second
question, model calculations using a non-stationary Vcmax,25 were compared to model calculations with a constant Vcmax,25 case (though both have the same annual mean Vcmax,25 ).
We found that:
(1)

First-order closure modelling captures much of the scalar source–sink variations within
the canopy as well as scalar fluxes above the canopy (to within 15%); however, secondorder closure models were necessary to reproduce the mean scalar concentration (and
temperature) profiles within the canopy (to within 8–15%).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Third-order closure models perform no better than their second-order counterparts in
terms of overall predictive skills for scalar concentration profiles and fluxes, though
they were computationally much more demanding.
The vertical flux most sensitive to the well-mixed assumption is sensible heat with a
clear bias in the afternoon periods. This bias can have important consequences when
modelling boundary-layer development and estimating the triggers of convective rainfall (Juang et al. 2007a,b).
The comparison between measured and modelled annual NEE and ET using static and
dynamic Vcmax,25 do not show significant differences (≈5%). However, for shorter integration periods (e.g., 1 month or one season), the CO2 flux can be sensitive to variations
in Vcmax,25 . This conclusion may not be general for all forest species, but indicative that
seasonal perturbations of ca. 20% around the annual mean in physiological parameters
do not bias mean annual fluxes. However, assuming a well-mixed concentration (and
temperature) can bias annual fluxes in this forested ecosystem by more than 5%.
Changes in near-surface atmospheric stability have significant effects (10–20%) on the
scalar concentration profile distributions inside the canopy and scalar flux estimates
at the top of the canopy. The calculation of annual NEE and ET suggests that assuming a non-neutral atmosphere can be more important than resolving the 18% amplitude
variation in Vcmax,25 for this evergreen forest, as long as the mean Vcmax,25 is not biased.
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Appendix A: Closure Approximation
A.1 Second-order Closure Parameterization for Triple Correlations
The triple correlation terms of the turbulent velocity components for the second-order closure
model are represented as (Katul and Albertson 1998; Mellor 1973):


u i u j u k
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⎛ 
∂ u i u j
∂ u j u k
∂ u k u i
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(22)

Similarly, the second-order closure approximation for the turbulent transport of scalar
fluxes and buoyant terms can be expressed as
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A.2 Third-order Closure Parameterization
The closure expression for the triple correlation terms in Eq. 12 is derived from a simplified
steady-state budget described in Meyers and Paw (1986):
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where Mij3 is the dissipation rate and is expressed as:
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A simplified return-to-isotropic model introduced by Andre et al. (1981) is applied to
parameterize the pressure and molecular terms in Eq. 24
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After rearranging equations 24 and 26, the general form of the triple correlation terms can
be represented as:
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Likewise, the steady-state expression for the triple correlation terms in the scalar term and
temperature fluctuation can be derived following the same procedure described in
Meyers and Paw (1987) to yield:
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and
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For lower boundary conditions, vertical gradients in the triple moments were assumed to be
zero at the forest floor.

Appendix B: Light Attenuation Model
B.1 Partitioning of Incoming Shortwave Radiation
The incoming shortwave radiation received by the surface is composed of two portions: beam
Sb0 and diffuse Sd0 components. To quantify the partitions of Sb0 and Sd0 , the atmospheric
transmissivity (or clearness index) K a needs to be determined, and estimated as
Ka =

S0
,
Ssc sin β

(30)

where S0 is the measured incident radiation on the surface, Ssc is the solar radiative flux
density normal to the solar beam outside the atmosphere, and sin β is the solar elevation
(Erbs et al. 1982; Goudriaan and van Laar 1994; Leuning et al. 1995).
Once K a is determined from S0 , the fraction of diffuse component f d = Sd0 /S0 can be
quantified based on the experimental relationship by Erbs et al. (1982):
f d = 1.0 − 0.09K a
if K a ≤ 0.22
f d = 0.95 − 0.16K a + 4.38K a2 − 16.63K a3 + 12.33K a4 if 0.22 < K a ≤ 0.8
f d = 0.16
if K a > 0.8

(31)

Then Sb0 and Sd0 at the top of the canopy are calculated from f d using:
Sb0 = S0 (1 − f d ),

(32a)

Sd0 = S0 f d .

(32b)

B.2 Radiation Attenuation Calculation
B.2.1 Beam Component
The extinction coefficient of the beam component, K b , for an ellipsoidal leaf distribution can
be determined as (Campbell 1986; Campbell and Norman 1998):
K b (ψ) =

(x 2 + tan2 ψ)0.5
x + 1.774 (x + 1.182)−0.733

,

(33)

where ψ is the solar zenith angle, x is the leaf angle distribution index. Note that Eq. 33 is the
general expression for K b , which includes the case of ellipsoidal leaf distribution (x = 1)
and spherical leaf angle distribution (x = 1). In this study, x = 1 was assumed, which
is reasonable for coniferous foliage (Schafer et al. 2003). The fraction τb (or transmission
coefficient) for the incoming beam from a given ψ at different levels is given as:
τb (ψ) = exp [−K b (ψ) L t (z) ],

(34)

where L t (z) is the cumulative PAD above level z, and  is the clumping factor due to the
shading effect of other leaves (Stenberg 1998). The direct beam absorbed at level z can be
expressed as:
Sabs,b (z) = Sbo K b α,

(35)

where α is the absorptivity of the leaves for a given radiative waveband, which is ≈ 0.2 for
VIS, and ≈ 0.8 for NIR (Campbell and Norman 1998).
B.2.2 Diffuse Component
To determine the extinction coefficient of diffuse radiation (K d ) we approximated the fitted
curve as a function of L t (z) for x = 1 after Campbell and Norman (1998) to give:
K d (L t ) = −0.035 log210 L t (z) − 0.16 log10 L t (z) + 0.82 if L t > 0.01
.
K d (L t ) = 1
if L t ≤ 0.01

(36)

The absorbed diffuse radiation Sabs,d (z) can be expressed as:
Sabs,d (z) = Sdo α 0.5 K d (1 − ρcd )τd ,

(37)

where ρcd is the canopy reflection coefficient for diffuse component, and τd is the transmission
coefficient for the diffuse component and is given as:


τd = exp −α 0.5 K d (L t )L t (z) .
(38)
B.2.3 Scattered Component Inside the Canopy
The total beam transmitted and scattered through the canopy to a given depth L t (z) can be
derived using the beam extinction coefficient (Eq. 31):


τs (ψ) = exp −α 0.5 K be (ψ)L t (z) .
(39)
Therefore, the absorbed transmitted/scattered radiation at a given depth L t (z) can be
expressed as:


Sabs,s (z) = Sb0 α 0.5 K b (1 − ρcb )τs − K b ατb .
(40)

B.3 Longwave Radiation Inside the Canopy Volume
The isothermal net longwave radiation (Leuning et al. 1995) at the top of the canopy can be
represented as:
RL0 = (εc − εatm ) σ T04 ,

(41)

where εc (≈ 0.97) is the bulk canopy emissivity, σ is the Stephan Boltzmann constant, T0
is the air temperature at the canopy top, and εatm is the sky emissivity empirically given by
(Brutsaert 1975):
εatm = 0.642 (e0 /T0 )1/7 ,

(42)

where e0 is water vapour pressure at the top of the canopy.
Once R L0 is obtained, the isothermal net longwave radiation through the canopy volume
is estimated as (Leuning et al. 1995):
RL (z) = RL0 K d exp [−K d L t (z)].

(43)

Appendix C: Forest Floor Boundary Conditions
For the mean velocity, the no-slip boundary condition was imposed at the forest floor. For
all higher-order flow statistics, a free-slip condition was assumed (i.e. ∂(·)/∂z = 0). As for
CO2 , the forest floor efflux (Fff ), derived by fitting chamber respiration measurements to soil
temperature (Tsoil , in ◦ C) and soil moisture (θ, in m3 m−3 ), was used (Palmroth et al. 2005).
The canonical form of the regression equation used to fit the chamber measurements is:


Fff (Tsoil , θ ) = Rb ea1 Tsoil 1 − e(−bθ+c)
(44)
where Rb is the base respiration, a1 is the temperature sensitivity (Q 10 = exp(10a1 )) when
soil moisture content is not limiting, and the constants b and c are soil moisture reduction
parameters. The respiration parameters for 2001–2003 were given in Palmroth et al. (2005)
and summarized by Juang et al. (2006). For 2004–2005, these parameters were Rb = 0.817,
a1 = 0.103, b = −31.121, c = 4.628 for 2004, and Rb = 0.548, a1 = 0.118, b = −29.511,
c = 3.301 for 2005.
As for the latent heat flux from the forest floor (L v E ff ), it is expressed as a function of
the Bowen ratio βo , and given by

1 
Rn,0 − G
L v E ff =
(45)
1 + βo
where Rn,0 is the forest floor net radiation estimated from the radiative attenuation model in
Sect. 3.3 and Appendix B, and G is the soil heat flux simply calculated from the measured
soil temperature Tsoil at 0.1 m depth, air temperature just above the ground, and the mean
thermal conductivity for soil (≈0.5 W m−2 K−1 ). Because the soil heat flux is small, heat
storage in the upper soil layer is neglected.
The value of βo was computed from the surface

gradients of air temperature ( ∂ T /∂z s and humidity (∂q/∂z)s ) using

 
∂ T /∂z s + d
Cp
,
(46)
βo =
Lv
(∂q/∂z)s
where d is the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The surface gradients above were extrapolated
from the measured mean water vapour concentration and temperature data. After L v Eff is

determined, the forest floor sensible heat flux (HSff ) can be estimated as a residual using
HSff = Rn,0 − G − L v E ff . Note that unlike the CO2 fluxes at the forest floor (specified
using the chamber data), only extrapolated mean gradients from the profiles measurements
were used to determine βo (i.e. the partitioning between sensible and latent heat fluxes). The
radiative model was used to compute Rn,0 in Eq. 45.
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